A self amplifying optical pattern recognizer includes a geometric system configuration similar to that of a Vander Lugt holographic matched filter configuration with a photorefractive crystal specifically oriented with respect to the input beams. An extraordinarily polarized, spherically converging object image beam is formed by laser illumination of an input object image and applied through a photorefractive crystal, such as a barium titanate (BaTiO₃) crystal. A volume or thin-film diffraction grating is formed in the crystal during a recording mode by interference of the input object beam with a properly polarized coherent plane wave reference beam from the laser. A substantially weaker spherically converging reference image beam is then applied to the crystal with or without the plane wave reference beam and the resultant diffraction signal is detected as the pattern recognition signal at the same direction as that of the original plane wave reference beam. The amplitude of the pattern recognition signal increases until saturation in accordance with beam energy transfer in a similar mechanism as that effective in photorefractive two wave mixing beam coupling. Strong self amplification of the pattern recognition signal is obtained.
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SELF-AMPLIFIED OPTICAL PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the Contractor has elected to retain title.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to optical pattern recognition systems and, in particular, to optical pattern recognition systems using photorefractive materials.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Optical pattern recognition is important for applications in many fields including machine vision, target tracking, missile homing and guidance, automation in space applications and unmanned space exploration. One of the most significant techniques used in optical pattern recognition is the acquisition of two dimensional- or 2D-correlation signals between two images, such as a stored object image and an input reference image, with an optical correlator. The intensity of the correlation signal is often used to indicate the similarity or correlation between the object and reference images.

Conventional optical pattern recognition systems use optical correlators which are only able to produce correlation signals whose intensity is limited by the diffraction efficiency of the recording medium. In particular, the correlation signal is often low due to poor diffraction efficiency of the recording medium.

Although the resultant correlation signal may then be amplified by conventional means, such post correlation amplification amplifies the correlation noise as well as the correlation signal.

One conventional optical correlator is the Vander Lugt holographic matched filter correlator described by A. B. Vander Lugt in the article "Signal Detection by Complex Spatial Filtering", IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory, IT-10, pp 139-145 (1964). The Vander Lugt optical correlator process uses a preliminary step in which an interference pattern based on the object image is recorded in a holographic plate by interference of an object beam and a plane wave reference beam. An addressing or correlation step is then used in which a reference image is applied to the previously recorded holographic interference pattern to generate a correlation signal.

In the recording process, the object image is Fourier transformed with a first Fourier transform lens and interfaced with a plane wave reference beam at a specific angle of incidence. The holographic plate is then developed to form the hologram. In the addressing process, the plane wave reference beam is removed and a reference image is applied to and diffracted by the interference pattern of the hologram. The diffracted beam is applied to a second FTL lens at the same angle of incidence and detected. The detected signal is proportional to the cross-correlation between the object image recorded in the hologram and the reference image later applied to the hologram. If the reference image is the same as the recorded input object, an auto-correlation signal is obtained. The diffraction efficiency of the holographic matched filter correlator is dependent on the holographic recording material used.

What is needed is an optical pattern recognition technique in which the intensity of the recognition signal is greater than that obtainable with conventional techniques.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The preceding and other shortcomings of the prior art are addressed and overcome by the present invention that provides, in a first aspect, a self-amplified optical pattern recognition technique using a photorefractive crystal as a real-time holographic filter with recording accomplished by extraordinarily polarized laser beams operated in a manner similar to that known as two wave mixing.

In another aspect, the invention provides a method of optical pattern recognition by recording a diffraction grating in a photorefractive crystal by the interference of an extraordinarily polarized spherically converging object beam and an extraordinarily polarized plane wave reference beam and forming a pattern recognition signal by application of a spherically converging extraordinarily polarized reference image beam to the diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal with special orientations of the crystal to the input beams.

In another aspect, the invention provides an optical pattern recognition system having a photorefractive crystal, means for providing a spherically converging extraordinarily polarized object image beam, an extraordinarily polarized plane wave reference beam, means for recording a diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal, oriented in particular directions with respect to the input beams, by the interference of the spherically converging object image beam and the plane wave reference beam, means for forming a spherically converging reference image beam, and means for forming a pattern recognition signal by application of the extraordinarily polarized spherically converging reference image beam to the diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal.

The foregoing and additional features and advantages of this invention will become further apparent from the detailed description and accompanying drawing figure or figures that follow. In the figures and written description, numerals indicate the various features of the invention, like numerals referring to like features throughout both the drawing figures and the written description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of an optical pattern recognition system according to the present invention illustrating the recording and non-destructive addressing modes of operation.

FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a modified pattern recognition system including portions of the optical pattern recognition system shown in FIG. 1 illustrating an addressing mode of operation which may be performed without the use of the plane wave reference beam.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to FIG. 1, a functional block diagram of optical pattern recognition system 10 is shown. The optical pattern recognition performed by system 10 is accomplished in two steps. The first step is the record-
This recording mode of operation is somewhat similar in concept to the known two-wave mixing beam coupling technique which may be used with a PRC crystal to transfer energy from a strong plane wave beam to a weak plane wave signal beam during continuous or real time operation. In this technique, a strong and a weak plane wave are applied to the PRC crystal to record a dynamic grating as a result of charge generation and diffusion transfer creating permittivity variations. There is a detectable energy transfer from the strong beam to the weak beam when the permittivity grating is shifted relative to the interference pattern of the strong and weak plane waves. This energy transfer becomes a maximum when the phase shift of the grating is $\pi/2$.

In accordance with the present invention, however, a Vander Lugt style correlator is configured to use a signal enhancement technique related to the above described two wave mixing. In the present invention, a holographic grating is stored in PRC crystal 12 which operates as an optical memory. The enhancement of the weaker beam occurs when both beams are applied during both the recording and addressing modes of operation.

A volume holographic diffraction grating may be formed in PRC crystal 12 or a thin-film diffraction grating may be formed by using a thin piece of photorefractive crystal as PRC crystal 12. A volume diffraction grating provides high gain for the beam coupling energy transfer described herein, while a thin-film diffraction grating provides shift invariance in pattern recognition.

The techniques used to maximize beam coupling energy transfer in the conventional two-wave mixing technique described above are used during the recording mode of operation of optical pattern recognition system 10 as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 1. In particular, 29—the total angle between the two input beams, $\alpha_3$—the incident angle of the axis of the spherically converging object beam with respect to the c-axis of PRC crystal 12, the polarization, intensity ratio and PRC crystal or a thin-film diffraction mechanisms, such as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 1. The angle between the previously applied plane wave reference beam and the axis of the pattern recognition signal beam applied to PRC crystal 12 is assumed to be parallel to the c-axis of the crystal.

The coherent plane wave reference beam obtained from beam splitter 22 is applied by suitable optical transfer mechanisms, such as mirror 28 and neutral density filter or shutter 30, to the same surface of PRC crystal 12 as the spherically converging object image beam, but at a relative beam angle $\alpha_2$ with respect to the spherically converging object image beam on the order of about 4°. Shutter 30 may be used to control the intensity of the plane wave reference beam during the recording mode or may be used to block or otherwise divert the plane wave reference beam during the addressing mode. The power of the plane wave reference beam was in the range of about 1 mW/cm² in the experimental implementation discussed above.

FIG. 2 illustrates optical pattern recognition system 11, a modified version of optical pattern recognition system 10, in which the plane wave reference beam is not applied to PRC crystal 12 during the addressing mode of operation.

PRC crystal 12 may be a 5 mm×5 mm×8 mm barium titanate crystal supplied by Sandia Associates having a strong linear electro-optic coefficient $r_{22}=820\times10^{-12}$ m/V to achieve the high coupling gain.

There are two ways of addressing the image stored in the diffraction grating in PRC crystal 12. In the addressing mode illustrated in FIG. 1, the object image applied to SLM 24 is replaced with a reference image to form a spherically converging reference image beam applied by FTL lens 26 to PRC crystal 12. Shutter 30 permits the plane wave reference beam to also be applied to PRC crystal 12 in the same manner as described above during the recording mode of operation. The pattern recognition signal is detected by operation of output FTL lens 32 and detector 16 as described below in greater detail with reference to optical pattern recognition system 11 as shown in FIG. 2.

In the addressing mode of optical pattern recognition system 10 as shown in FIG. 1, the diffraction grating in PRC crystal 12 is supported and reinforced by the plane wave reference beam during the addressing mode. This approach therefore provides a non-destructive addressing mode if the original input is used.

An alternate addressing mode is illustrated in FIG. 2, in which the plane wave reference beam in optical pattern recognition system 11 is blocked for example by the operation of shutter 30 (shown in FIG. 1) or by any other suitable means. The reference image is then applied to SLM 24 and illuminated by laser 14 after suitable processing by polarization rotator 18 and collimator 20 to form a reference image beam. The reference image beam is then Fourier transformed by FTL lens 26 to form a spherically converging reference image beam and applied to PRC crystal 12 at the same angle of incidence, $\alpha_3$.

As shown in FIG. 2, the output or pattern recognition signal available from PRC crystal 12 is applied by output FTL lens 32 to detector 16. The angle between the axis of the spherically converging reference image beam and the axis of the pattern recognition signal beam applied by output FTL lens 32 to detector 16 is angle $\alpha_4$, the angle between the previously applied plane wave
reference beam and the spherically converging object image beam. When the magnitude of the spherically converging reference image beam was very low, on the order of only one one ten thousandth of the spherically converging object image beam, the pattern recognition signal read by detector 16 was much larger than otherwise conventionally available.

Substantial information concerning optimization of the two-wave coupling process is available in the technical literature, for example, in the article by Fainman et al. entitled "Optimal coherent image amplification by two-wave coupling in photorefractive BaTiO3", Optical Engineering, Col. 25, No. 2, February 1988. As described in that publication, the gain resulting from energy coupling by the interaction of two coherent beams, such as PRC crystal 12, is given by equation (1):

\[
G_\text{opt} = \frac{(1 + r) \exp(\Gamma L_{\text{eff}})}{1 + r \exp(\Gamma L_{\text{eff}})}
\]

where the gain \(G_\text{opt}\) is defined as the intensity ratio of the output signal beam in the presence of a pump beam to that in the absence of a pump beam, \(\Gamma\) is the exponential gain coefficient related to the coupling strength \(\gamma\) as shown in equation (2):

\[
\Gamma = \frac{\alpha^2 R_\text{eff}}{2nc \cos \theta}
\]

\(L_{\text{eff}}\) is the effective interaction length, and \(r\) is the ratio of the input signal beam intensity to the pump beam intensity.

For two beams with unit polarization vectors \(\vec{e}_1\) and \(\vec{e}_2\) intersecting PRC crystal 12 at angles \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\), as shown in FIG. 1, from the normal to the surface of PRC crystal 12, the coupling \(\gamma\) is given by equation (4):

\[
\gamma = \frac{\omega L_{\text{eff}}}{2nc \cos \theta}
\]

where angle \(\theta\), half the angle between the plane wave reference beam and the spherically converging object image beam, is equal to half the sum of \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\), \(\omega\) is the optical frequency, \(c\) is the speed of light, and \(n\) is the refractive index chosen according to the polarization of the beams.

In the present invention, the beams are extraordinarily polarized, that is, the E field of the beam is normal to the plane formed by the axes of the plane wave and object image beam shown in FIG. 1. The effective Pockels coefficient \(r_{ij}\) shown in equation (4) above, for a barium titanate crystal used as PRC crystal 12 can therefore be written as shown in equation (5):

\[
r_{\text{eff}} = \frac{1}{\lambda n_2^2 r_{ij} (\cos \theta_2 - \cos \theta_1) + 4n_1^2 n_2^2 r_{ij} \sin^2 \theta + n_2^2 r_{ij} (\cos \theta_2 + \cos \theta_1) \cos \beta} + \frac{1}{n_2^2 r_{ij} (\cos \theta_2 - \cos \theta_1) + 4n_1^2 n_2^2 r_{ij} \sin^2 \theta + n_2^2 r_{ij} (\cos \theta_2 + \cos \theta_1) \cos \beta}
\]

where \(n_2\) and \(n_\text{opt}\) are the respective ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction at the wavelength \(\lambda\), \(r_{ij}\) are the elements of the linear electro-optic tensor (Pockels coefficients) and \(\beta\) is equal to one half the difference between \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\).

For barium titanate at \(\lambda = 514.5 \text{ nm}, n_\text{opt} = 2.488, n_2 = 2.242\), the linear electro-optic coefficients are \(r_{ij} = 8, r_{23} = 28\) and \(r_{42} = 82\), in units of \(10^{-12} \text{ m/V}\). The exceptionally large value for the \(r_{42}\) coefficient will yield a high value for \(r_{\text{eff}}\) under the conditions that extraordinary polarization is used for the input beams and that the two beam interfere to generate slanted gratings of nonzero \(\beta\). Further information is available in the above referenced publication by Fainman et al.

Referring now to FIG. 2, a functional block diagram of the pertinent portions of optical pattern recognition system 10 is shown to illustrate the addressing mode of operation in greater detail. After the holographic grating is produced in PRC crystal 12 during the recording mode, the pattern recognition signal is produced during the addressing mode by applying a comparison or reference image, also illuminated by laser 14, as a spherically converging reference image beam to PRC crystal 12 at the same angle as the original spherically converging object image beam was applied.

The pattern recognition signal is detected by a conventional optical signal detection device such as a photodiode array or charge coupled device—such as detector 16 along the axis of the application of the plane wave during the recording mode. In accordance with the present invention, a relatively weak spherically converging reference image beam is used as the addressing beam applied to PRC crystal 12. The intensity of the addressing beam may be on the order of one hundred thousandth of the original object image beam or even lower. Due to beam coupling energy transfer from the addressing beam to the diffracted pattern recognition signal, the intensity of the resultant pattern recognition signal detected by detector 16 will be greatly amplified as compared with conventional techniques.

In particular, the output of detector 16 will initially be weak and will then begin to grow until saturation is reached. The saturated peak value of the pattern recognition signal will remain relatively constant as long as the reference beam is applied. The pattern recognition signal intensity detected by detector 16 may be many orders of magnitude greater than would otherwise be attainable.

The intensity of the spherically converging addressing beam is also important with regard to the erasure of the holographic interference pattern in PRC crystal 12 when this beam is applied without the accompanying plane reference beam. The stronger the spherically converging addressing beam, the faster the hologram will be erased. In the experimental implementation discussed above, the pattern recognition signal decayed to about one third its value within one minute after the plane wave reference signal was removed. After five minutes, the pattern recognition signal was reduced to about 3\% of its original value. As the intensity of the spherically converging reference beam is increased, the pattern recognition signal was shown to decay faster. The decay of the pattern recognition signal indicates erasure of the hologram by application of only the spherically converging addressing image beam. This erasure may be used to reprogram optical pattern recognition system 10.

On the other hand, if the non-destructive addressing mode illustrated in optical pattern recognition system 10 and shown in FIG. 1 is used while both the same image and plane wave reference beams are applied simultaneously but at very low intensity levels, the detected signal will remain at about the same intensity level without substantial decay. This results from the
self-amplification and beam coupling energy transfer described above which causes the replenishment of the diffraction grating in PRC crystal 12.

While this invention has been described with reference to its presently preferred embodiments, its scope is not limited thereto. Rather, such scope is only limited in so far as defined by the following set of claims and includes all equivalents thereof.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of optical self-amplified pattern recognition, comprising the steps of:
   recording a diffraction grating in a photorefractive crystal by the interference of an extraordinarily polarized, spherically converging object beam and a plane wave reference beam; and
   forming a pattern recognition signal related to the correlation between the object beam and a reference image beam by application of a spherically converging reference image beam to the diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of recording the diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal further comprises the steps of:
   focusing a polarized, coherent spherically converging object image beam on the crystal at an angle \( \alpha \) with respect to the c-axis of the crystal;
   applying a polarized, coherent plane wave reference beam to the crystal at the focal point of the spherically converging object image beam at an angle \( \theta \) to the spherically converging object image beam; and
   selecting the polarization, intensity and wavelength of object image and plane wave reference beams, and angles \( \alpha \) and \( \theta \) at which such beams are applied to the crystal, to maximize the energy transfer between the later applied spherically converging reference image beam to the pattern recognition signal.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of forming a pattern recognition signal further comprises the steps of:
   simultaneously re-applying the same polarized, coherent plane wave reference beam applied during the step of recording the diffraction grating so that the step of forming the pattern recognition signal is non-destructive with regard to the diffraction grating.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of recording a diffraction grating further comprises the step of:
   recording a volume diffraction grating.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of recording a diffraction grating further comprises the step of:
   recording a thin-film diffraction grating.

6. An optical self amplified pattern recognition system, comprising:
   a photorefractive crystal;
   means for providing a polarized, spherically converging object image beam; and
   means for recording a diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal by the interference of the spherically converging object image beam and the plane wave reference beam.

7. The optical self amplified pattern recognition system claimed in claim 6 wherein the means for forming a pattern recognition signal further comprises:
   means for simultaneously re-applying the same plane wave reference beam so that the diffraction grating is not destroyed.

8. The optical self amplified pattern recognition system claimed in claim 6 wherein the optical diffraction grating is a volume diffraction grating.

9. The optical self amplified pattern recognition system claimed in claim 6 wherein the optical diffraction grating is a thin-film diffraction grating.

10. A method of optical self-amplified pattern recognition, comprising the steps of:
    recording a thin-film diffraction grating in a photorefractive crystal by the interference of an extraordinarily polarized, spherically converging object beam and a plane wave reference beam; and
    forming a pattern recognition signal by application of a spherically converging reference image beam to the diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal,
    wherein the step of recording the diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal further comprises the steps of:
    focusing a polarized, coherent spherically converging object image beam on the crystal at an angle \( \alpha \) with respect to the c-axis of the crystal;
    applying a polarized, coherent plane wave reference beam to the crystal at the focal point of the spherically converging object image beam at an angle \( \theta \) to the spherically converging object image beam; and
    selecting the polarization, intensity and wavelength of object image and plane wave reference beams, and angles \( \alpha \) and \( \theta \) at which such beams are applied to the crystal, to maximize the energy transfer between the later applied spherically converging reference image beam to the pattern recognition signal.

11. An optical self-amplified pattern recognition system, comprising:
    a photorefractive crystal;
    means for providing a polarized, spherically converging object image beam; and
    means for recording a thin-film diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal by the interference of the spherically converging object image beam and the plane wave reference beam; and
    means for forming a pattern recognition signal by application of the spherically converging reference image beam to the diffraction grating in the photorefractive crystal.

* * * * *